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Please provide a final report on your project. This report will be assessed by the Chair of the
ANZIC Science Committee, and will be used along with your 1st year report to provide a final
report to the ANZIC Governing Council and the ARC on outcomes from the funding provided
to undertake this research.
An Expenditure Report must be provided by your institution to go with this final report
regardless of asking for an extension or not.

Brief description of project
Please provide a paragraph outlining key objectives of the study

Outcomes
Please outline (2-3 paragraphs) key results of the study, and how the above objectives were
achieved (noting if objectives have been modified, what the original objectives were and
why they changed).
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Did you experience delays in achieving your objectives?
Please outline any issues that caused delays.

Has sample analysis been completed?
Have unused samples been returned to the IODP curational facility from where they were
supplied (this is your responsibility to undertake as a part of the IODP agreement allowing
you to access samples).

Please indicate which public data repository/ies you the data have been lodged.
Provide explicit details – e.g. doi or on-line links; the data must be preserved in a public
assessible data repository that other IODP members can later access.

Did/Do you have any students working on this material?
If yes, please detail their name, level of enrolment (3rd yr project, Master, PhD etc.) and the
title/focus of that study. Please provide an on-line link to the submitted thesis or indicate
where the thesis has been curated for public assess.
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Have you produced any other outputs (e.g. presentations, conference presentations,
other press or publication coverage)?
Please provide details of those outputs.

External funding resulting
Please note any external grants that were funded/applied based on data/hypotheses
developed during this grant.

Future planned publications
Please indicate plans for future publications resulting from this grant. (Please notify the
ANZIC office when these publications are accepted).

Do you require an extension?
If a request for an extension is required, please provide a justification and revised timeline.
Extension are approved by the Chair of the Science Committee taking into account progress
to date and provision of required reports, and are not always granted.

Any other comments or issues?
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Please remember: Acknowledgements
Please see our website for details on suitable presentation, print and database citations
(https://iodp.org.au/for-scientists/citation-and-acknowledgements/).
When publishing you are required to acknowledge funding from the Australian IODP
Office and include “scientific ocean drilling” or an equivalent phrase in the title or abstract
of your publications. The latter helps us in digital compilations of the Australian
performance within ocean drilling, clearly important when we make a case for further
funding. If a suitable phrase could be included in key words that would also help. When
discussing IODP-based science in public forums or with the press, please make a point of
mentioning that your results depend on IODP's scientific ocean drilling and Australian/NZ
support of this program.
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